2002 buick rendezvous bcm problems

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Buick Rendezvous based on all problems reported for the Rendezvous.
My vehicle did not have heat. I was not able to determine if it was blowing cold air or not
blowing at all. It came to my attention that the vehicle had overheating problems before it was
sold to me. I purchased from a buy-here pay- here. It still has over heating issues and it still has
not heat blowing inside. I want to know if repairs will help since it's regarded as a salvage. Is it
lawful to sell a salvaged vehicle knowing the purchaser was putting the car on the road? I
bought the car in ohio and I live in new york. When driving the Buick Rendezvous home the
brakes began to not respond. After arriving home and driving down our driveway, the SUV had
smoke coming out of the engine. The Buick Rendezvous was turned off but continued to
expelled large amounts of smoke under the engine area. Within 5 minutes the engine area
caught on fire. The bozrah fire department was called and by the time they arrived within 15
minutes or so the entire vehicle was on fire. The contact owns a Buick Rendezvous. While
driving approximately 25 to 30 mph, the vehicle filled with smoke from the front interior vents.
The contact immediately turned the ignition off and vacated the vehicle. A police report was
filed. The vehicle was towed to a mechanic shop where it was diagnosed that the windshield
wiper motor caught fire. The wire harness from the fuse box to the firewall was replaced;
however, the vehicle was not repaired. The contact stated that there was a recall, but the VIN
was excluded. The details of the recall were not provided. The manufacturer was notified. The
approximate failure mileage was , Driving down the road over heat light comes on tried
everything took to service and head caskets need replaced! Looks good on the outside and run
good for first few weeks even took to midas before purchasing all the fixes all very well hidden.
Tl-the contact owns a Buick rendezous. The contact states the air bag lights and brake lights
consistently illuminates on the panel and makes a beeping noise while driving. The contact also
discovers the radio locks up and is unable to operate. The vehicle was not diagnosed or
repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , I pulled over
and turned the car off, and it went away for a while then returned. It has since done it
periodically and is now stuck in he security locked mode. Body control module. I have seen
numerous complaints on websites this needs to be recalled. Valet person was parking my
Rendezvous in Dec and said as he applied the brakes to stop he noticed flames coming from
hood. My biggest complaintis that I have had to replace the head gaskets twice in the past six
years. I keep being told there should have been a recall because gm has been aware of this
problem. I cannot afford to purchase a new car now with all the repairs ive put into this, and its
probably not worth much. We have always bought gm vehicles but we may think long and hard
because once their off the lot it seems no one cares and no one wants to back up their product.
The headlights, dashboard instrument cluster, and radio, cd player, interior lights, and tail lights
on my Buick, Rendezvous kept going out for no apparent reason while driving on the freeway. I
took the car to the shop and they said it is the body control module. It is my opinion that this
malfunction is a very serious problem. In my situation the several times that the lights went out,
I was in a dangerous place on curvey highway between pennsylvania and ohio at speeds
between mph the situation when the headlights and dash lights were out could have had fatal
consequences especially when tall hills surround curvey freeways and roads and such as a
deer crossing the road or worse yet, a person on the side of the road. The contact stated that
the fuel gauge and the air conditioner failed. The dealer and the manufacturer were contacted
but denied any assistance with repairs to the vehicle. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure
mileage was , and the current mileage was , Tl contact owns Buick Rendezvous. The contact
stated that the heater was non functional and anti-freeze was leaking out. The vehicle was taken
to a repair shop where the contact was informed that the manifold gasket needed to be
replaced. The failure and current mileages were , We have taken it in to my mech and he can't
find problem. We are taking it back to the dealer and make him search for the problem. I am
reading that it is the bcm on these cars. The contact owns a Buick rendevous. While driving the
headlights began to turn on and then off. Also the door locks were unlocking and locking on its
own. The vehicle has not been diagnosed by the dealership and there were no prior warnings.
The current and failure mileages were Lose all gauges, and lights in the car. Car continues to
run. Happens from several times a minutes to every few seconds. Now security check light
comes on and car is locked. I have a Buick Rendezvous with 52, miles on it. In the past 3
months I have had to have the body control module, a rt frt wheel speed sensor replaced. This
has been a problem for several years and numerous complaints have been filed. A class action
suit was filed but no one--no one notified the public about it until it was to late to get in on it. I
think that there needs to be a forced recall to correct this problem. Tax payers have bailed out
gm and we get stuck with a faulty product. I contacted gm and in the end they refused to make
good or even admit this problem has existed since they started to use dexcool. Body control

module needs replacement. This seems to be happening to a ton of Rendezvous owners. Please
help!. Among other issues related to design defects, the odometer is located inside the onboard
computer, so the vehicle was in the repair shop for 5 days while the part was shipped to
California from virginia for repair. Recalls have not been issued for these parts, though there are
numerous complaints on web forums recommend initiating google search for " Buick
Rendezvous complaint". Ran out of fuel in heavy traffic but had no collision. Gm has no fix for
the problem. I own a Buick Rendezvous, it is the worst car I ever bought, transmission broke,
abs is damaged, cooling system has been repaired several times dashboard lights are out of
control, condenser is cracked. While driving approximately 70 mph on the highway at night, all
of the warning lights on the dashboard started flickering. Suddenly, all of the warning lights,
headlights and speed odometer shut off. She experienced difficulty driving without headlights
and was unaware of the speed. The dashboard lights continued to flicker on and off. The
following day, an independent mechanic diagnosed the failure and stated that the body control
module needed to be replaced. She was unable to afford the cost to repair the vehicle at the
dealer. The current and failure mileages were 54, The consumer stated the problem has
returned. On occasions my Rendezvous would make a sputtering sound when I would turn it
off, then lights and radio would turn off immediately, instead of the upon opening the door. This
has happen several times. Dealers explained not to worry about the problem. Anti lock brake
light came on 3 days ago, it went out then came back on again. Immediately my Rendezvous
doors locks are automatically engaging itself in the unlock mode; the doors will not lock with or
without manual control; the lights are constantly flashing; the radio is locked out. It would not
allow me to start it at all. After waiting apprx 30mins and removing the fuse for the door lock it
started. But once the fuse is placed back in it begin to have the same problem. I've been treated
like like an idiot when I take my vehicle in for service by a Buick dealer. Ed rinke in centerline,
mi, refused to even look at my vehicle regarding the fuel tank recall. This vehicle was purchase
in w 63, and now has apprx , miles. Alarm goes off any time you lock doors, can't open locks
without using keys so can't open rear doors to get my kids out. Door unlock buttons do not
work all the time. Trunk pops open by itself. The interior door alarm won't go off even when
door is closed. Need to disconnect batteries at times to shut off lights. None of the three
buttons on my on-star system work; my plan is paid to Dec. At the same time I discovered that
the back turn signals and back hazard lights do not work totally off while front ones blink too
fast. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who replaced the bcm module; however the problem
was not corrected. Upon further inspection the dealer could find no problem. The dealership
determined the body control module needed to be replaced. I was driving in the dark and the
lights shut off almost causing a crash, luckily, I was able to pull over in time, but this issue
affects all the lights so no one can see me stopping. I have been having so many problems with
our Buick Rendezvous. Took it to the shop so many times but they can not find nor fix the
problem. Had electrical problems just couple of months after purchasing. All external and
internal lights including headlights and back lights turn off even while car is in drive. Turns off
for about 6 seconds. Drove couple of nights when this occurred 1 incident on major highway
while merging, almost an accident. Left in pure darkness. Happens anytime of the day. Safety
issue that gm service has not yet fixed. Car goes on like a security mode. Service engine light
soon indicator stays on, radio not work, ac not work, windows and doors lock, clock stops.
Everything electrical locks up. Took this to the shop many times and still not fixed. Bcm
changed in to try to fix the electrical problems but did not work. Last driven was July 31st 06
and it worked fine, it sat in the garage after. Next day of wanting to use it was Aug. Had to get it
towed out of our garage. My vehicle is currently being diagnosed for the electrical problems that
it has been having. So far, no luck on what's the cause of it again. The internal and external light
issue should really be addressed for this is something to be concerned about. Could possibly
lead to an accident therefore it may be too late. The electrical system reboots or becomes
inoperable while driving. Replaced body control module twice and problem still exists. Service
dealer cannot seem to duplicate problem and they don't get any readings off the system. Buick
Rendezvous Awd disable light ongoing problem. Dealer can't diagnose the problem after 3
times in the repair shop. I have a Buick Rendezvous that had been having some electrical
problems. Lights would shut off going down the road, security locking things up, doors locking
and unlocking on its own. On April 6th, it caught on fire, causing a total loss. The insurance
company has been dragging their feet and now tell me that there has been reports of electrical
problems causing fires in the same make and model as mine. Therefore they now are calling in
a pyro team? I just wonder if Buick should not be responsible for something is there has been
so many problems. We purchased a Buick Rendezvous and been having electrical problems. All
external and internal lights completely shuts off for seconds and turns back on. We went to the
dealer to have the problem fix but they can not find the problem because it is an intermittent

issue. Been in the shop over 5 times and problem started couple of months after purchase and
continues till this day. We purchased in oct. Dealer changed bcm and problem still occurred.
This is a great issue that needs attention! This has happened over times in the last year. Lost
count on the previous years before that. We've been to the dealer twice and they state they can
not get the problem to happen while in the shop , and without it happening at the precise time,
they can not fix the issue. It's only a matter of time until something really bad happens. We want
to sell this vehicle, but I can't sell it myself knowing this will happen to the buyer. Dealer will not
give us even close to a trade in value pricing obtained from three separate sources stating the
vehicle is plagued with electrical problems. After operating my Buick Rendezvous for about an
hour on a hot day, I turned off the engine for a few minutes 5 while I completed some errands.
When I attempted to start the engine it would turn over but would not fire. I assumed the engine
had overheated so I let it cool for 15 minutes and tried it again. No luck. This went on for the
next hour. I finally let the vehicle sit for 45 minutes and it started right up. This has occurred 2
previous times and seems to be a recurring problem with this make and model. Buick refuses to
admit to a problem. While driving the body control module cut off the tachometer, speedometer,
air compressor, headlights, and locked the windows to the car so that one could not row down
the window. The body control module could go out at anytime while driving. Car Problems.
Electrical System problem 1. Electrical System problem 2. Electrical System problem 3.
Electrical System problem 4. Electrical System problem 5. Electrical System problem 6.
Electrical System problem 7. Electrical System problem 8. Electrical System problem 9.
Electrical System problem Other Electrical System related problems of the Buick Rendezvous.
Electrical System problems Battery problems. Battery Dead problems. Wiring problems. Dash
Wiring problems. Horn Assembly problems. Instrument Panel problems. Ignition problems.
Starter problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Dashboard Failed problems. The BCM contains
information which lets you know directly concerning a system that is malfunctioning and out of
control. This system gives you efficient troubleshooting features and manufacturing details by
enclosing it to one component or central unit and not the conventional single function with its
own device. Problems on this system will trigger series of events that can give rise to extensive
damage to your car. These various reasons may trigger a failure on the part of the Body Control
Module. This system is typically waterproof, but there could be ways one or the other that water
may seep through the system. When this happens, sensors might suffer short circuit which will
leave them unable to read the correct data. When the BCM is exposed to extreme heat,
especially during summertime, the function of this system might be undermined and may not
give you accurate results. The BCM could be in danger of failure when your car suffers shock
from a collision and other similar accidents. The most important thing to do is to drive carefully
and safely. The longer amount of time of service may render your BCM to suffer the usual wear
and tear that normally happens to all parts of your car. This system is not immune to this
phenomena. The abnormal vibration that happens frequently will also lead to your BCM to
malfunction. Here are some of the symptoms that you may notice on your car when your BCM is
malfunctioning. As the BCM is communicating with other control elements of your car, its
accomplishments of various functions may be hindered. But the BCM may not be able to
interpret its meaning as it will not read the sensors accurately. When this warning sign is
detected, better to consult your expert mechanic. When you are on parking, the battery is strong
enough to supply your other car components with energy to run them, such as the radio
presets, security alarm, and other elements. But a malfunctioning BCM may not detect other
parasitic drains that will leave you with a drained battery. As much as you want to know more
about the Body Control Module BCM of your car, when it fails and replacement is sure to
happen, it is better that your most trusted mechanic or technician do the job. As we have taught
you the reasons and symptoms of a malfunctioning BCM, fixing this unit requires fixing the
hardware while its software might need reformatting using special tools. Please send us your
comments and share this article if you liked it. Why does a BCM fail? Water contamination.
Extreme heat. Extensive shock. Tear and wear. Extensive shaking or vibration. What are the
symptoms of a malfunctioning BCM? Engine may not start. Draining of battery. Errors in key
operations. Related post:. Related posts. Why should you not drive on a flat tire? The
Consequences are Mind-blowing! Read more. It links together various electronic vehicle
features and keeps them under central surveillance to make it easier for your automobile to
operate them. While there might not be much of a functional link between your power sunroof
and your gauge cluster, having them all under one roof is a common practice in automotive
design. One of the keys to diagnosing a problem with the body control module versus an issue
with an individual component is sudden, unusual behavior. Examples include flashing dash
lights, a stereo system switching from AM to CD in the middle of a broadcast, the horn honking
when you put down a specific window or hazard lights activating themselves in the middle of a

drive. You can use a circuit tester to troubleshoot the electrical system yourself, but sensor
issues are often best left to your local mechanic. Water, vibration, heat and age can all
contribute to a module failing, which, depending on the placement of the unit in your vehicle,
can be difficult to avoid. To keep your new BCM in the best shape possible, make sure it stays
clean and dry, and protect it from unwanted shaking or excessive heat if at all possible. Photo
courtesy of Flickr. Know How. Having been bitten by the car bug at a young age, I spent my
formative years surrounded by Studebakers at car shows across Quebec and the northeastern
United States. Over ten years of racing, restoring, and obsessing over automobiles lead me to
balance sci
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ence writing and automotive journalism full time. I currently contribute as an editor to several
online and print automotive publications, and I also write and consult for the pharmaceutical
and medical device industry. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Common Trouble Signs One of the
keys to diagnosing a problem with the body control module versus an issue with an individual
component is sudden, unusual behavior. Categories Know How Tags automotive computer
systems , car maintenance , car technology , computer , computer controller , electrical system ,
modules , sensors. Related Articles. Benjamin Hunting View All Having been bitten by the car
bug at a young age, I spent my formative years surrounded by Studebakers at car shows across
Quebec and the northeastern United States. Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email address will
not be published. Close Menu Overlay. Facebook Twitter Instagram YouTube.

